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Cryptoassets: One last look at the regulatory global updates for 
2020 
 
Stablecoins and Central Bank Digital Currencies  
 
 
In August of this year I posed the question in my blog if central bank digital 
currencies, (‘CBDCs’), are the future of finance. This was against a 
background of reports that banks worldwide started actively researching, 
studying, and testing the issuing of digital currency. The inevitability of central 
banks issuing their own digital currency is perhaps unsurprising in the times of 
a world pandemic, and the topic has become a global phenomenon this year.  
 
It is of course early days to assess the impact CBDCs may bear upon the 
entire crypto ecosystem, but, what is certain is that their potential in terms of 
the development of a new financial system, a new ‘fiscal order’, if you like, 
worldwide, is huge. And this is not toward establishing a de-centralised fiscal 
order, but, on the contrary, strengthening a centralised one, as a CBDC will be 
designed to replicate its respective central bank’s fiat currency, albeit it’ll be a 
more efficient, more powerful, and more resilient creation than its old self.  
 
For those less familiar with these concepts, ‘stablecoins’ are fiat-backed 
digital currencies, which attempt to offer price stability by being pegged to a 
national currency reserve, such as the US dollar – the first of its kind being 
Tether. Stablecoins can also be issued by a bank, and thus they are called 
central bank digital currency, (‘CBDC’), or by a private company, such as 
Facebook’s Libra, or Tether. 

The UK Treasury Department has revealed it is drafting proposals to regulate 
private ‘stablecoins’ while also researching central bank digital currencies, 
(‘CBDC’) as an alternative to cash. In an announcement published on 
November 9, Chancellor Rishi Sunak noted the forthcoming regulatory 
proposals alongside other goals for the UK’s financial services industry — 
including a review of its listings regime and support for green finance: 
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“New technologies such as stablecoins — privately-issued digital currencies 
— could transform the way people store and exchange their money, making 
payments cheaper and faster.” 

The timing of the news has not been lost on commentators: it came amid a 
week of decisive negotiations between the UK and the EU over a post-Brexit 
trade deal.  

Chancellor Sunak also noted: “We are starting a new chapter in the history of 
financial services and renewing the UK’s position as the world’s pre-eminent 
financial center. [...] Our plans will ensure the UK moves forward as an open, 
attractive and well-regulated market.” 

The announcement asserts that the draft guidelines will require stablecoins 
initiatives to abide by the same minimum standards as entities operating other 
methods of payment. Both England’s Central Bank and the Treasury are 
currently researching a CBDC, with the Chancellor welcoming and 
encouraging work from the two departments into how best to achieve this.  

Worldwide, the regulatory implications of stablecoins became a major topic of 
concern following Facebook’s announcement of its plan to launch its own 
digital currency, Libra, in June 2019. Following more than a year of scrutiny 
from global financial regulators, Libra will launch in the form of a US dollar-
backed digital currency, the Financial Times reported on November 27.  The 
Financial Times wrote that the Libra Association plans would eventually add 
more fiat currencies to the basket of assets that back Libra’s value. Expected 
in January 2021, the exact launch date is still not known and would depend on 
when the Libra Association receives regulatory approval by the Swiss 
Financial Market Supervisory Authority, or FINMA, to operate as a payments 
service. 

European lawmakers have consistently called for the development of strict 
and clear regulatory guidelines before allowing private stablecoins such as 
Libra, to take root within their jurisdictions, emphasizing concerns surrounding 
monetary sovereignty, privacy risks, and consumer protections. 

By contrast, the UK Chancellor appears to have made a much more level-
headed assessment of the burgeoning stablecoin sector, noting that stable 
token initiatives will face the same legal and regulatory oversight as existing 
payments firms.  

Meanwhile, in the US, the first stablecoin, Tether, still reigns supreme with a 
market capitalization of $18 billion, a number of others are now also 
competing, including DAI at $1 billion and Binance USD at $662 million. 

The People’s Bank of China has made further and firmer strides in preparing 
a legal framework in order to legalise the country’s digital yuan and to clarify 
the status of other virtual assets. The Chinese advancement in launching the 
digital yuan is seen as a real threat to Western/US fiscal hegemony. 
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The Central Bank of the Bahamas is ready to present the release of its digital 
currency known as “Project Sand Dollar”. Such a step can make the Bahamas 
one of the global pioneers in the access to a central bank digital currency.  
 
A noteworthy CBDC project, project “Aber”, came from UAE embracing 
blockchain and distributed ledger technology, (‘DLT’), as the key platform for 
sustainability and development. The Central Bank of the UAE (CBUAE) and 
the Saudi Central Bank (SAMA) issued a joint statement announcing the 
results of their “Aber” digital currency initiative. The initiative, believed to be 
the first of its kind, sought to provide a proof of concept consensus for central 
bank digital currency issuance. The currency was covered and issued by 
CBUAE and SAMA and used only by the two institutions and other 
participating commercial banks as a settlement unit for domestic and cross-
border transactions between the two countries.  
 
Project ‘Aber’ – the combined effort of two central banks in such a study –has 
been groundbreaking in that it showed how the distributed ledger technology 
could enable central banks to develop payment systems at both local and 
cross-border levels. Its core mission was to develop a technology for secure 
cross borders payments, as the name denotes it, (‘aber’ in Arabic means 
‘crossing boundaries’). Significantly, the report concludes that a dual-issued 
CBDC was “not only technically viable” for cross border payments, but that 
CBDCs present “significant improvement over centralized payment systems in 
terms of architectural resilience.” 

The end of 2020 saw the payments giant, Mastercard, unveil a tool designed 
to simulate how CBDCs would work in the real world. The project, or 
‘sandbox’ was launched in the beginning of September and is called Central 
Bank Digital Currencies Testing Platform. It enables central banks to issue 
digital versions of their currency in a controlled environment, and test how 
those currencies plug into existing bank and payment systems.  

The innovation means that central banks can distribute money directly to 
consumers without relying on commercial banks as intermediaries. State-
backed digital money can also offer the potential for speed, greater efficiency 
in cross-border payments and money transfers. 

PayPal also launched its crypto trading services in the United States earlier 
this month, mere weeks after first announcing the new initiative. The services 
will be rolled out globally early next year. The global payments merchant, that 
reportedly has over 300 million active users, has been buying up Bitcoin 
(BTC) and other cryptocurrencies at a rapid pace. 
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It will be interesting to see what impact stablecoins and CBDCs will bring in 
terms of interoperability with other cryptocurrencies and digital currencies to 
provide liquidity and instant settlement for cross-border payments.  

As far as the crypto ecosystem is concerned, 2020, arguably, ended on a high 
for Coinbase, and on a low for Ripple Labs and its native cryptocurrency, 
Ripple, XRP. 

This month, Coinbase, the largest centralised cryptocurrency exchange in the 
world filed a draft registration for an initial public offering, (‘IPO’), with the US 
Securities and Exchange Commission (‘SEC’). This is hugely important 
because it sets down a benchmark for how markets are ready to value such 
companies, Coinbase being the first crypto-native company to be listed on a 
major US stock exchange. This shows how far the cryptocurrency ecosystem 
has developed and grown in the last couple of years, and a successful IPO 
will arguably cement its mainstream acceptance and growing institutional 
interest.  

Also, this month, on 22 December, the US SEC initiated legal action against 
Ripple Labs and the company’s CEOs in the Southern District of New York, 
where previously, SEC enjoyed a momentous victory against Telegram. The 
legal suit is centred on the company raising more than $1.38 billion through 
the illegal sale of XRP since 2013. The complaint, in brief, states that the 
sales of XRP constitute sales of securities under s5 of the Securities Act 
1933, and as such they had to be registered with the SEC, or made pursuant 
to any exemption from registration.  

XRP has arguably been one of the most successful crypto-currencies (after 
bitcoin and ether), and has enjoyed widespread adoption and following. In 
other jurisdictions XRP is still considered a cryptoasset, and not a security.  

Future predictions and trends 

Regulatory imperatives to combat crime and fraud worldwide will clash with 
developers, and the freedom to run the software of one’s choice, and be able 
to develop and run the cryptography of one’s choice.  
 
The seeds of this battle have already been sown with regulators in the US 
heading towards banning noncustodial wallets. Under the proposed new rule, 
users of centralized cryptocurrency exchanges who want to move their 
holdings onto their own private wallet, or to someone else’s, would have to 
provide detailed personal information for transactions greater than $3,000, 
and exchanges would be required to report either individual or groups of 
transactions that add up to more than $10,000 to the Financial Crimes 
Enforcement Network (FinCEN).  
Will this lead to an expansion of the already burgeoning decentralized 
exchanges (‘DEX’)? 
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Furthermore, the battle for privacy has intensified, with multiple jurisdictions 
banning ‘privacy coins’ such as Monero, ZCash, and Dash from crypto 
exchanges. The bans have been justified in terms of ‘KYC’ and anti-money 
laundering measures. It is argued that these assets (dubbed ‘dark coins’) are 
too difficult to trace because they keep transaction records hidden, and are 
therefore potential vehicles for crime.  
 
In 2021 central banks worldwide will be piloting internal tests of CBDCs, and 
the likelihood is that they will be on private or even non-blockchain networks.  
The net result: they will remain centralised.  
 
The adoption of CBDCs will be, undoubtedly, geo-political, with some 
countries’ motivation being rooted in fiscal control of the population, raising 
serious privacy concerns, whilst other countries focus on being able to provide 
more efficient cross-border payment systems. 
 
It is highly unlikely that CBDCs will impact upon or replace cryptoassets such 
as Bitcoin, primarily because the latter is a decentralised, P2P, non-sovereign 
store of value/payment system not dependent on banks or any third party 
institutions, and whose supply is pre-determined and cannot be altered. If 
successful, a CBDC will remain, therefore, a pale reflection of Nakamoto’s 
vision. 
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